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THEME UP AND OUT 

John Adams once said, "The essence of a free government 

consists in an effectual control of rivalries." . Our second president 

was a Federalist but it isn't likely he had Ronald Reagan's New Federalism 

in mind when he said that. John Adams had in mind other rivalries, not 

those between the federal and state governments, or between the state 

and local governments ... rivalries to get special favor and funding. 

Hi, everybody. This is Al Oickle. I'm with the Office 

of Univer.lity News S)rvices at the State University of New York at Stony 
~4L ,_,~ "Ie ~tQu"~ ~'5.~ 

~rook~ Last week we talked about New Federalism and its impact on 

American politics and American communities at all levels. Today, we will 

conclude that discussion with Professors Eric Lampart and Glenn Yago 

of the faculty, here at Stony Brook. We'll focus on the old, industrial 

cities, the so-called core citie~ and the suburban communities. We'll 

talk about the rivalries between all levels of government to divide .., 

the tax revenues fo1fhe betterment of American citizens and the communities 

in which they live. 

THEME UP AND OUT 

Both our guests today have recently returned from conferences 

at which the SUbjectsrf urban theory and national urban policy have been 

discussed. Dr. Eric Lampart, professor of history at the State University ...... 
of New York,,, here at ~tbny BroOk, atte~ed the fourth annual Lowell 

Conference on Industrial History in Massachusetts. Dr. Lampart is one 

of the country's leading urban historians. His work has been distinguished 

by a continuing series of essays on urbanization. Dr. Lampart, is it a 

safe guess that Ronald FWagan's "New Federalism tf was disuussed at the 

Lowell Conference? 
MORE 
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Dr. Glenn Yage is assistant professor of sociology, 

here at Stony Brook. He ..... recently attended the Albany Conference 

on Urban Theory and National Urban Policy. Dr. Yago, your paper at 

the Albany Confernce asserted that "the fair-weather days of U.S. 

urbanization are over." Does New Federalism contribute to that 

change or did the change precede New Federalism? 

INTERVIEW YAGO AND LAMPART: - History from Lampart (simple necessity/core citJ 
- Which moved out first: factories or people? 

THEME UP AND UNDER 

- Urban renewal as vehicle for restoring old 
order: was that best way to do it? 

- Yago: Urban renewal was a failure. 
Define urlaan -S\,L.~~""'- fUA.&4{ 

- Relate core cities to Route 128'$ ,..0( h .. ~'\lIt""'5 
- Yago: Itmissing ingredient (page 28) was 

local political and economic 
control." 

- Current patterns (see Logan citation) 
~ = Social stratif~ation (see Ostram citation) . 
t' Conclusion: future - "current experiment"(see 

Yago citation) 

Next week, ''Here at Steny Brook" will talk with two 
Wilson 

professors in quite different fields. With Professor AliceA ••••• we 

will discuss the classics in literature, including mythology. And with 

Professor Robert Liebert we'll talk about his new book, HThe Early 

Window," and his thoughts about the impact of television on children. 

II " _ )FHere at Stony Brook will return to WUSB - FM 90.1, next Monday at 6 o'clock. 

~Until then, this is Al Oickle. So long, everybody. 

THEME UP AND OUT 

PRERECORDED ID 
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